At the Burger Bar

Here is a menu from a Burger Bar.

- Hamburger - £1.00
- Cheeseburger - £1.50
- Hot-dog - £0.80
- Milkshake - £0.50
- Cola - £0.40
- Ice cream - £0.60

1. Matthew orders a hamburger and an ice cream. 
   How much will his order cost? £1.60
   Matthew pays with £2.00. How much change will he have? £0.40

2. Jessica buys 2 hamburgers and 1 cola. 
   How much will this order cost? £3.80
   How much change will Jessica get if she pays with £5.00? £1.20

3. Aamir spends £3.50. in the Burger Bar. Calculate the change he gets from £5.00. £1.50

4. Helen spends £2.70. How much change will she receive from £5.00? £2.30

5. Choose no more than 3 things from the Burger Bar for yourself. 
   _______________________________
   _______________________________
   _______________________________

   Calculate the total cost of your order and work out how much change you will have from £5.00. £______